Estimates of design flood flows; are important for the design of a wide variety of civil engineering structures. In the United Kingdom, the Flood Estimation Handbook (FEH) methodologies are used by practitioners to estimate flood flows. Until recently it was challenging for practitioners to include additional non-continuous flood information, such as historical flood descriptions from historical archives, in their analyses, to reduce the uncertainty within the FEH approaches. This paper shows how Bayesian statistical methods can be applied to historical data which have degrees of uncertainty associated with then to improve design flood flows. The paper uses the River Avon at Evesham in the United Kingdom as a case study to illustrate the advantages of the method. The inclusion of historical information at this site improves the estimates of the one in 100 year flood flow compared to the values generated by the FEH pooling group method. The paper makes recommendations as to how practitioners could be encouraged to use historical flood water levels in their analysis of floods more regularly.
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| INTRODUCTION
Estimates of hydrological extremes (e.g., flood flows; water levels; wave heights) are important for the planning, design and operation of a wide variety of civil engineering structures including flood defences, ports, bridges and dams. For the design of these long-lived infrastructures 1 the estimation of the design return period of these extremes is usually greater than the period for which observations are available. The estimation of extreme flood flows is a complex and subjective process, with practitioners needing a range of skills encompassing statistics, fluvial hydraulics and meteorology, as well as hydrology. A paucity of observed hydro-meteorological data is a major challenge faced by practitioners when estimating hydrological extremes. In many parts of the world both the quantity and quality of hydro-meteorological data have declined over the past 20 to 30 years (WMO, 2011; Graham et al., 2015) . When put into an historical perspective, even in high-income countries such as the United Kingdom, which has a dense network of river flow gauges, the lengths of the gauged records are relatively short (Bayliss & Reed, 2001 ). The typical length of a gauged fluvial flow record in the United Kingdom is 30 to 40 years (Environment Agency, 2009) . The probability of a one in 100 year return period (i.e., 1% annual exceedance probability) flood occurring within such a time-frame is 26 to 33%.
Traditionally in the United Kingdom, deterministic methods have been employed by practitioners to estimate extreme design flood flows. There are numerous limitations to these approaches, the main one being that until recently it has been challenging for practitioners to include non-continuous historical information (e.g., flood marks, anecdotal evidence from eye witnesses, descriptions from historical archives) in their analyses in order to reduce the uncertainty in estimates of extremes that have a low probability of occurrence. However, uncovering evidence of local floods that have been forgotten can be useful, increasing the credibility of a flood study (Bayliss & Reed, 2001) , as well as putting more recent floods in context.
For example, in many river basins there is often a range of incomplete or ambiguous historical information available relating to extreme flood water levels. However, owing to the high uncertainty associated with them, this information is seldom used by practitioners to improve the confidence in their extreme flood flow estimates. When historical information has been used several studies have shown substantial changes in the estimated design flows (see Black & Fadipe, 2009; JBA Consulting, 2009) . Often very approximate information on the highest flood event above a threshold can significantly change the estimated design flood (Dixon et al., 2017) .
In the United Kingdom, the Flood Estimation Handbook (FEH) procedures have been the adopted standard of practice by organisations responsible for flood frequency estimation for flood mapping, flood defences and spatial planning for new developments (Kjeldsen et al., 2008; Rodda & Robinson, 2015) . In 2017, the FEH was updated to include an "historical data analysis module" (WHS, 2017) . This paper details the use of Bayesian statistical methods to reduce the uncertainty in design flood flows at a site in the United Kingdom and compares them with the results of the results produced by the FEH pooling group method and a recently updated version that allows a limited amount of historical flood information to be included.
The first section of the paper outlines the sources and use of historical data in estimating extreme flood flows. The paper then provides some background to the use of Bayesian statistical methods to incorporate historical data within estimates of low probability extreme flood flows including the use of peaks over threshold (POT) data. To illustrate their use these methods were employed at Evesham on the River Avon. The paper also provides some recommendations as to how historical information on floods could be better collated and used in the United Kingdom to reduce the uncertainty in the estimates of design flood flows.
| BACKGROUND TO THE USE OF HISTORICAL INTERVAL CENSORED DATA IN THE ESTIMATION OF EXTREME FLOOD FLOWS
There are a range of "unmeasured" historical information that is rarely used in the evaluation of extreme flood flows in the United Kingdom, because these are often considered to be too complex or are too uncertain to be easily handled (Denoeux, 2011) . In general, prior to the 17th century the available useful evidence of extreme flood events is limited, although there are flood marks on churches in South Wales and Somerset denoting the flood from the Severn Estuary in 1607 (Haslett & Bryant, 2004) . The invention of the printing press in the Middle Ages was accompanied by an exponential increase in the production of documents of all kinds, many of which reference historical extreme flood events. Depending on the documents, the information available may include the origins, scale, and impacts of a flood (Brázdil et al., 2012) . Often accounts in different documents will contradict each other making cross-referencing of various sources a necessity (Benito, Brázdil, Herget, & Machado, 2015; Brázdil, Kundzewicz, & Benito, 2006) .
There are a number of sources of historical information on flood events in the United Kingdom from the 18th and 19th centuries. From the 1740s onwards local information in newspapers began to assume importance (Potter, 1978) . Prior to World War I the quality of newspaper coverage of flood events was much more detailed than it was to become later on (Potter, 1978) . In the 19th century major floods, such as those that occurred in October 1875, occupied almost the entire newspaper (Macdonald, 2013) . Often newspaper accounts of flood events were very detailed. For example, in January 1901 the Nottingham Daily Guardian newspaper reported on a flood that occurred, not only giving measurements of the rainfall that fell prior to the event and areas that were flooded, but also stating that "by Tuesday night the flood level had passed the 1869 flood mark and had almost reached the 1852 flood mark" (Potter, 1978) . Local history collections also often include information on rivers and extraordinary weather events. Water levels can be converted to flows using simple techniques such as the slope-area method; however, the uncertainties in such methods should be taken into consideration to give a credible range of uncertainty for the historical flood flow estimates (see Lumbroso & Gaume, 2012) .
The qualitative and quantitative information collated from historical archives can be converted into water levels and flood flows, albeit ones with a high degree of uncertainty (e.g., > ± 50%). As an example, consider a study of range of historical sources which has indicated, that at the location of interest, there was an extreme flood event 200 years' ago with a water level of at least y metres. It may be that the water level was significantly higher than y metres but we know that the water level is in the range between y and +∞. In many cases the historical information available will allow an upper limit to be defined, for example, there will usually be sufficient information available to say that the extreme water level 200 years' ago was between y and 2y. Such data are referred as "interval censored data," because they are data whose values are only partially known and lie somewhere on an interval between two values (Stedinger & Cohn, 1986) . Figure 1 shows the difference between historical interval censored data and observed data measured at a flow gauging site on a river. In this theoretical example, there are eight pieces of historical interval censored annual maxima data (X 1 , X 2 , … , X 8 ) that have been deduced from documented eye witnesses' accounts of floods between the years 1700 and 1940. In 1940 a flow gauging station was set up at the site, so in addition to the censored data, there are 78 years of annual maxima gauged flow data.
There are two challenges faced by practitioners when using censored historical data. The first is converting historical water levels to flood discharges and quantifying the uncertainties associated with these. This is discussed in Section 4. The second challenge is choosing the "perception threshold". This is the threshold above which the historical, censored, flow data lie. In work carried out by Viglione, Merz, Salinas, and Bloeschl (2013) only one perception threshold was used and this was set to the upper bound of the smallest known historical flood. Parkes and Demeritt (2016) , who studied the use of censored historical data to improve flood flow estimates for Carlisle in the north-east of England, also use only a single perception threshold, albeit one that incorporates uncertainty.
The method used allows for multiple perception threshold levels, meaning that the number of threshold levels that can be incorporated in the analysis can be equal to the number of censored data points. In the example shown in Figure 1 there are eight thresholds (U 1 , U 2 , … . U 8 ). Each historical flood flow in Figure 1 is known to be between two values (e.g., a 1 ≤ X 1 ≤ b 1 ) and thus each perception threshold is set by the lower limit of uncertainty band of the censored data, (i.e., for X 1 the perception threshold U 1 is set to a 1 ). This is carried out for all perception thresholds, unless a minimum threshold U MIN is crossed. In Figure 1 this is the case for X 5 so here the perception threshold is set to U MIN . The minimum threshold U MIN can be set via a number of methods, for example, via a particular return period or a specific flow value.
Our approach with multiple thresholds is based on the assumption that the perception threshold can be time-varying. Mathematically, this setting contains the constant perception threshold as a special case. We believe in practice the perception threshold is largely driven by the occurrences of extreme events, such that large flows are perceived as non-significant (i.e., below the threshold) until a sufficiently large flow occurs and causes major flood. This sufficiently large flow X i , or its lower bound a i in the presence of any uncertainty, forms the perception threshold for the interval between the previous major flood event and the current one, that is, from X i − 1 to X i . If the perception threshold was set any lower, that is, at a i − δ where δ > 0, then the statement that "no flow value exceeded the perception threshold a i − δ during the interval from X i − 1 to X i " would become an increasingly strong assumption and hence more likely fail as δ increases. On the other hand, setting the perception threshold any higher would send the historical major flood event to below the threshold.
The aim of the paper is to demonstrate how practitioners can use censored sources of historical information on floods to produce more accurate estimates of extreme flows and water levels in a United Kingdom context via a case study. In this research, we employed Bayesian statistical methods for use on annual maximum and POT series. These methods were used because they can incorporate interval censored The development of open source statistical software packages, such as R (R Core Team, 2017), has made it more straightforward to use Bayesian methods to incorporate censored historical data. This section of the paper details the application of these methods to both annual maxima time series and POT time series.
| Application to annual maxima time series
Extreme value theory deals with the stochastic behaviour of the extreme values in a process. The traditional approach for analysing the extremes of a time series is to consider only the largest value per year, the annual maxima. Extreme value theory shows that this is typically well approximated by a Generalised Extreme Value (GEV) distribution whatever the distribution of the underlying processes as long as the process is stationary with many independent events (Coles, 2001 ). This provides a solid theoretical basis on which to base extrapolations of return periods beyond the timespan of the data. The GEV is defined by the following cumulative distribution function (CDF):
where [y] = max(0, y) and the parameters θ consist of the location μ 2 R, scale σ > 0 and shape ξ 2 R. First identified by Von Mises (1954) and Jenkinson (1955) , the GEV represents a unification of the Fréchet (ξ > 0), Gumbel (ξ = 0) and reversed Weibull (ξ < 0) distributions that were historically fitted individually. The distribution is bounded below when ξ > 0 and from above when ξ < 0. Classical statistical methods aim to fit a distribution by using the available data to derive a single best estimate of the parameters θ. Bayesian statistics, however, treats the unknown parameters as random and uses probability theory to derive a full distribution of the parameters in light of the available data.
The Bayesian fitting approach consists of updating a prior distribution of the parameters θ to incorporate the available data D by deriving the posterior distribution of the parameters given the data. Mathematically, the probability density function (PDF) of the posterior distribution is given by:
where f(θ) is the PDF of the prior distribution and f(D|θ) is the likelihood function. The prior represents our beliefs in the parameters before incorporation of the data and is typically uninformative representing prior ignorance. The likelihood function represents the probability of the data given the parameters and is constructed from the chosen model. In a standard GEV analysis, the data D consists entirely of a set of annual maximum observations x 1 , … , x n . If the data are assumed to be independent identically distributed (IID) GEV observations, the likelihood function is given by:
where f(x i | θ) is the probability density function of the GEV evaluated at x i with parameters θ. Additional sources of information are often available that provide an upper and/or lower limit for the annual maxima for other years for which the exact value is unknown. These can be incorporated into the likelihood by treating them as censored observations of the form a j < X j ≤ b j where a j = − ∞ if there is no lower limit and b j = ∞ if there is no upper limit on the annual maxima X j . Assuming the partially observed annual maxima are also IID GEV, the likelihood function for n standard observations and m censored observations is given by:
where F(x j | θ) is the CDF of the GEV given above with F (−∞| θ) = 0 and F(∞| θ) = 1. With a choice of prior distribution and likelihood function, the posterior distribution given by Equation 2 is fully defined. However, a closed-form expression for the posterior or of its properties are typically intractable and this is the case for this GEV model. Bayesian models are typically fitted by approximating the posterior by a large Monte Carlo sample drawn from the distribution. For this, Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) is a widely used class of algorithms that are capable of producing approximate posterior samples from repeated evaluations of the prior and likelihood functions (see Gilks, Richardson, & Spiegelhalter, 1996) . The case study in Section 4 was implemented in R using an autotuning random walk Metropolis algorithm based on the R package nsRFA (Viglione, 2014) .
Once a large independent Monte Carlo sample of plausible parameter values has been sampled from the posterior distribution, they may be used to estimate properties of the fitted distribution with uncertainty. Return period estimates are typically calculated for each sample from appropriate quantiles of the GEV distribution (e.g., to quantify the likelihood of future extreme annual maximum events.
| Application to POT series
The main disadvantage of the traditional GEV model is that only the largest value per year is fitted while lesser extreme values are discarded. An alternative, though related, approach considers all extreme events above a high threshold. This POT approach typically fits more than one value per year thus providing additional data for more precise extreme value estimates.
Extreme value theory can be used to show that if the annual maxima are well approximated by the GEV it follows that the occurrence of peaks over a high threshold in a fixed time interval form a non-homogeneous Poisson process with the following intensity:
where t is the time of the threshold exceedance (typically in years), x > u is the height of the peak above a high threshold u and the parameters correspond to the GEV distribution of the annual maximum (see Coles, 2001 for details). A high threshold is required to ensure convergence of the process although more data may be fitted with a lower threshold so it is important to consider the threshold sensitivity. It follows that the number of threshold exceedances within n y years follows a Poisson distribution with mean given by:
Additionally, the excesses above the threshold, Y = X − u j X > u, follow a Generalised Pareto Distribution (GPD) with the cumulative distribution function given by
for y > 0 with GPD scale parameter
The GPD is often fitted to exceedances of a high threshold without separately modelling the number of exceedances since the observed number is the maximum likelihood estimate (Davison & Smith, 1990) . However, in a Bayesian framework where uncertainties are best represented it is useful to include the Poisson component to account for uncertainty in the number of exceedances in any future period.
Bayesian statistics can be used to fit the POT model to observed threshold exceedances x 1 , … , x n > u by applying the following likelihood function:
where h(n| θ, u) is the probability mass function (PMF) of the Poisson distribution with mean Λ u and g(x i − u| θ, u) is the PDF of the above GPD distribution evaluated at y = x i − u. See Coles and Tawn (1996) for an example which also incorporates expert information into the prior to supplement the data.
As with the GEV model for annual maxima, the POT likelihood may be modified to incorporate censored observations of the form a j < X j ≤ b j where either a j or b j may in principle be infinite. Since only exceedances of a threshold u are fitted, it must be known whether each censored observation exceeds this threshold to determine whether it should be included it in the model. It follows that both a j and b j should equal or exceed u if the censored observation is to be used. The modified likelihood for n standard and m censored threshold exceedances in n y years then takes the form
where G(y| θ, u) is the above CDF of the GPD. This differs from the approach taken by Bulteau, Idier, Lambert, and Garcin (2015) who consider only the GPD model without allowing for uncertainty in the number of threshold exceedances with the Poisson component. In addition to censored information on specific extreme events, historical records may also provide information on high thresholds that are known to have not been exceeded over a specific time period. These can also be incorporated into the POT model by applying the above likelihood separately to each time period using potentially different threshold values for each. The overall likelihood is then given as the product of separate likelihoods for each independent time period, each of which may contain standard and/or censored exceedances of the threshold for that period:
where the likelihood g(D k | θ, u k ) for period k is given by Equation 9 which incorporates n k standard and m k censored exceedances of the threshold u k over n y, k years. This approach may also be used to incorporate annual maxima for years where only this is available by observing that the likelihood of an annual maximum observation is equivalent to that of a threshold set at the annual maximum value with a single exceedance at the same value.
As with the GEV model, this POT likelihood may in principle be fitted with any likelihood-based method including maximum likelihood and penalised maximum likelihood. But to best quantify the uncertainty a Bayesian approach is used by providing a prior distribution for the three parameters and fitting the model using MCMC. Return period estimates may be produced from quantiles of the GPD to quantify the likelihood of future peak events. Alternatively, the parameters may be applied to the GEV quantiles to estimate the likelihood of extreme annual maximum events for direct comparison with the results from the GEV model.
| THE APPLICATION OF BAYESIAN METHODS USING CENSORED HISTORICAL DATA TO ESTIMATE EXTREME FLOOD FLOWS FOR A CASE STUDY IN THE UNITED KINGDOM
This section commences with background on the estimation of flood flows using the FEH, the standard method used in the United Kingdom. The River Avon at Evesham in the United Kingdom is used as a case study. A comparison is made between the flood flow estimates made using: the FEH pooling group; the new FEH method that permits some censored historical information to be included; and a Bayesian statistical method that lets various interval censored historical data, dating back to the mid-18th century and multiple perception thresholds to be included in the analysis.
| Background to the estimation of flood flows in the United Kingdom
The statistical method advocated by the FEH is the use of pooling observed flow data from groups of catchments identified as being hydrologically similar together with an index flood defined as the median flood (QMED). The FEH states that a pooled analysis may only be deemed superfluous when the flow observations at the site of interest is more than twice the target return period (Robson & Reed, 1999) . In the United Kingdom there are few gauges, with 200 years of gauged records to allow the 1 in 100 year flow to be estimated by carrying out a single site analysis.
Most of the United Kingdom's flow records commence after 1960; however, there are a small number of gauges whose records extend back into the 19th century. Those longer records suggest that major flood events tend to cluster into periods that are relatively flood rich and relatively flood poor (Lane, 2009 ). The timing of these periods varies systematically by region, although for much of the United Kingdom the 30 year period from the late 1960s to the late 1990s may be classified as flood poor (Lane, 2009; Macdonald, Kjeldsen, Prosdocimi, & Sangster, 2014; Macdonald & Sangster, 2017) , whilst the period in the United Kingdom from 2000 onwards can be classified as flood rich (Macdonald et al., 2014) . The flood data in the FEH is dominated by the last decades of the 20th century, which is arguably a benign period in terms of flooding and hardly representative of the flood rich sequence that has occurred since Easter 1998, prior to 1950 and in certain river basins during the 19th century. As a result, a flood poor period dominates the gauged flow time series for the majority of gauging stations in the United Kingdom (Marsh et al., 2016) . This may lead to the FEH systematically underestimating extreme flood flows.
The pooled method used in the FEH is also limited by the way in which uncertainty can be represented. The uncertainty of a design flood can be calculated from an estimation of the index flood (QMED), which can be expressed through the factorial standard error. However, uncertainties in the growth curve and covariance are more complicated to determine (Kjeldsen & Jones, 2004) and methods to assess these are not currently included in the FEH for practitioners to use.
In 2017, an "Historical data analysis module" was added to the FEH that allows gauged flow records to be combined with censored historical flood information within a flood frequency estimation via the use of a single perception threshold, comprising two methods. Method 1 is where the historical flow values are known and available for all historical events exceeding the perception threshold and a flood frequency curve is fitted to the gauged and historical data using a maximum likelihood method. Method 2 is where the flow values are unknown. This method can be applied where the practitioner is confident that all floods exceeding the perception threshold have been identified, but their actual discharge values are unknown. In this application the flow rates for all events within the gauged data are also disregarded and the maximum likelihood considers the total number of events that exceed the perception threshold. All the methods employed in the FEH are based on the assumption of stationarity, that is, that the process under study has not changed over the period of the record (Prosdocimi, Kjeldsen, & Svensson, 2013) . There are a number of urban areas in the catchment including: Coventry, Rugby, Leamington Spa, Warwick, Stratford-upon-Avon, Evesham and Redditch. Despite these urban areas, the majority of catchment is given over to agriculture, which accounts for 90% of the land use (Environment Agency, 2013). Although over the past century there has been increasing urbanisation, construction of reservoirs, loss of floodplain storage and the intensification of agriculture, the effects of land use changes on Avon catchment in recent historical times are relatively small and likely to diminish still further when analysing extreme floods of historic proportions (Bayliss & Reed, 2001 ). Payrastre, Gaume, and Andrieu (2011) also note that, in general, changes in a catchment's properties are unlikely to affect the magnitude of extremely large and rare events, and that including historical events provides more complete information for these very rare cases.
| Available flood flow data
An autographic gauge at Evesham on the River Avon with a well-defined rating curve has been collecting data since December 1936. There has been a settlement at Evesham since the 8th century. Historical floods have been reported since the 12th century; however, from the 18th century onwards reports of major historical floods become descriptive, providing quantitative information that are useful. For example, in 1793 it was noted that "a most extraordinary flood within about 14 inches [~35.5 cm] as high as that of November 1770", which was estimated to have reached a level of 15 ft (4.57 m) (Baylis & Reed, 2001) .
A compilation of historical flood events at Evesham was made by Baylis & Reed (see Baylis & Reed, 2001 ), together with estimates of peak water levels. One of the challenges for practitioners in utilising historical flood water levels is the requirement to convert them to flows. Practitioners are typically confronted with information such as that shown in Figure 3 or written accounts from historical sources referencing water levels to a structure or the river channel.
Rating curves provide relationships between water level and flow in a river. High flood flows estimated from rating curves often have a high degree of uncertainty associated with them because of the difficulties of measuring flows in flood conditions. In addition rating curves change over time owing to sedimentation and erosion that can change the channel cross-section, as well as engineering works (Braca, 2008) . For example, historical flood levels at a site may be as the result of a downstream bridge that restricted the flow of floodwater and which has since been removed or enlarged. This is the case for the city of Bath in England where flood marks on bridges and buildings from the 19th century are significantly higher than they would be for the equivalent present day flood flows, owing to changes to structures downstream of the city (Bath Heritage, 2018 ). This poses a challenge when converting historical flood water levels recorded several centuries ago to flood flows.
Maps of Evesham dating from the early 19th century show that there have been no significant changes in the planform of the river as a result of engineered structures or geomorphology at the locations where flows are measured and the historical water levels were noted. A rating curve was constructed using gauged flow and levels and used to convert the historical levels to flood flows. It is recognised that there is considerable uncertainty in this flow series, hence it was constructed as an interval censored data set. In this paper we explored uncertainty levels of ±10, ±25, and ±50% for the historical information utilising the approach to perception thresholds shown in Figure 1 . A total of 61 interval censored flow data for floods were compiled between 15 November 1770 and 18 November 1935. In some years there is more than one significant flood. Fifty-four threshold levels were used for the censored interval data, using the principle shown in Figure 1 . Both the censored flow data for the historical events and the perception thresholds are shown in Figure 4 . The first threshold of 300 m 3 /s, used for the ±50% uncertainty case was extended back to 1700. The threshold levels are dependent upon the uncertainty band applied to the historical data. The initial threshold levels used between the years 1700 and 1760 were 300, 360, and 409 m 3 /s for the ±50, ±25, and ± 10% bands of uncertainty, respectively. The historical information available indicates that there were no flood events above 300 m 3 /s in the 70 year period between 1700 and 1770. Gauged POT flow data were available at Evesham for this research for the period 1937 to 2012 inclusive. The POT data together with the censored historical data with a ± 25% uncertainty band applied to it are shown in Figure 4. 
| Analysis of flood flows at Evesham
The flood flow estimates were carried out for the River Avon at Evesham using the following:
• The interval censored historical data and gauged annual maxima flow data using Bayesian statistical methods with ±10, ±25, and ± 50% uncertainty bands.
• The interval censored historical data and POT flow data using Bayesian statistical methods with ±10%, ±25% and ± 50% uncertainty bands.
• FEH statistical pooling group method.
• FEH statistical single site method utilising one perception threshold.
The results of these analyses are provided in Tables 1-3 , and 4, respectively. The Bayesian analysis outputs a full posterior distribution, which can be summarised by a mean or median. In Table 1 the median has been used. Bayesian models produce "credible" intervals rather than confidence intervals which are subtly different. There are many different methods for this. In Tables 1-2 and 3 , a central credible interval has been used, which equals 2.5% and 97.5% quantiles of the posterior distribution for the three cases (i.e., ±10, ±25, and ±50% uncertainty bands). A threshold of 150 m 3 /s was selected as a threshold for the POT analysis and applied to the observed peak records. This threshold was selected because it matches the lowest historical threshold for the censored historical data and also corresponds approximately to the bankfull flow 2 for the River Avon at Evesham. Similar to the FEH methods the Bayesian approach used in this work assumed stationarity in both the observed flow and the censored historical flood data. Tables 1 to 3 show that the inclusion of censored historical data makes a significant difference in the estimates of design flood flows. In the United Kingdom the one in 100 year return period is often used as the design flood for infrastructure as well as to map flood extents for spatial planning purposes. Using the FEH pooling group method 3 the one in 100 year flow at Evesham was estimated to be 398 m 3 /s. The addition of the annual maxima historical censored data increases this estimate to between 407 and 465 m 3 /s depending on the uncertainty band assumed for the historical data. The Bayesian method provides central 95% credible intervals, whereas the FEH pooling group method does not provide estimates of uncertainty. Tables 1, 2 , and 3 show that there is little difference (i.e., <±2%) between the estimates of extreme flood flows using the annual maxima and POT observed data sets with historical data using Bayesian statistical methods. This is because when the thresholds for the POT are sufficiently high, the estimates of return period based on the POT or annual maxima will asymptote to the same values as the size of the sample data increases, as explained in Coles (2001) . For shorter series, the return periods from the GPD and GEV distributions may be different owing to (i) sampling uncertainty, and (ii) GPD model bias due to a low threshold. 4 Figure 5 shows a reasonable agreement between the fitted GPD and GEV, implying the inclusion of censored historical data may have helped building a sufficiently large sample. Table 4 provides details of a single site FEH analysis utilising historical censored data using the number of historical events that exceed a particular perception threshold together with the annual maximum flow data, measured since 1937. Given that the historical data are censored, Method 2 of the FEH historical analysis module was employed that is, where all flows exceeding the perception threshold have been identified, but the actual discharge values are unknown. The FEH historical analysis module only allows one perception threshold to be used whereas the Bayesian approach permits multiple ones. /s. Given the uncertainty in these estimates it was assumed in the analysis that the actual upper values of these historical flood flows were not known exactly. The 1 in 100 year flood flow estimates using the FEH single site historical module for the two thresholds were found to be 387 and 381 m 3 /s respectively, which are similar to the estimates made using the FEH pooling group method. However, the 95% uncertainty bands are wider than the central 95% credible intervals produced using the Bayesian method even in the case where a confidence interval of ±50% was applied to the historical censored data.
| DISCUSSION
The use of historical information such as flood marks or flood records from archives for flood frequency estimation is not a new concept in scientific hydrology; however, many practitioners rarely use this information. The incorporation of censored historical data in flood flow estimation instead of using the "conventional" FEH pooling group method to estimate design floods in the United Kingdom can have a effect on extreme flow estimates and help to reduce the uncertainty of extreme flood flow estimates. The findings from the Evesham case study are in line with those of previous studies in continental Europe (see Brázdil et al., 2006; Gaume et al., 2010; Halbert, Nguyen, Payrastre, & Gaume, 2016; Neppel et al., 2010; Payrastre et al., 2011; Reis & Stedinger, 2005; Salinas, Kiss, Viglione, Viertl, & Blöschl, 2016) .
In the United Kingdom, most estimates of design floods are undertaken by civil engineering and environmental consultants. The civil engineering industry in the United Kingdom is often depicted as a risk averse business, where only small profit margins are to be made (ICE, 2015) . This means that innovation is often not one of the top priorities for most civil engineering and environmental consultancies, because they are unable to find either the capacity, capital or capability to innovate (ICE, 2015) .
The organisations responsible for flood risk management in the United Kingdom (e.g., the Environment Agency, Scottish Environment Protection Agency, Lead Local Flood Authorities, Natural Resources Wales) require that FEH methods are employed when estimating design flood flows for flood studies or large infrastructure projects. There is often little scope, or willingness from these organisations to pay consultants to unearth information on historical floods or to utilise novel techniques, despite the fact that the benefits from improving the accuracy of design flood estimates can be considerable. The commercial factors associated with the way in which flood studies are procured in the United Kingdom (e.g., the most economically advantageous tender method) is also a reason as to why local historical data are often not used in them (Dixon et al., 2017) .
Although there is often a larger degree of uncertainty associated with estimates of historical floods and also the possibility of not unearthing floods of historic importance, research has shown the value of including them in estimates of design flood flows in the United Kingdom. In addition, generally there is greater scope for inadvertently omitting an authentic flood from an historical series, rather than including a spurious one (Bayliss & Reed, 2001) . Hence when the inclusion of censored historical data reduces the magnitude of the extreme flood flows there is need to exercise caution. It is thus important to ensure that the censored historical data are complete and representative before estimates of extreme flood are lowered as a result of including these data. In 2014, Clark used three case studies in the United Kingdom to show that the requirement to use historical flood data in the estimation of design floods is "a matter of both urgency and priority" (Clark, 2014) . Kjeldsen et al. (2016) looked at the challenges faced by practitioners in several European countries, including the United Kingdom, to using censored historical data to support decision making in flood risk management. They found that a paucity of guidelines and the fragmented access to historical data remain practical barriers. In addition, there is often an expectation that flood estimates can be obtained from FEH computer software alone and reviews of historical flooding are often not included in project briefs (Dixon et al., 2017) . The updated FEH is a first step in allowing practitioners to easily include censored historical information in their flood estimates. However, it could be further improved by the inclusion of Bayesian statistical methods which are better at capturing all uncertainties in the estimates including parameter uncertainty and the introduction of multiple perception thresholds.
Over 20 years ago the British Hydrological Society set up a web site entitled "A Chronology of British Hydrological Events" (CBHE) (see www.cbhe.hydrology.org.uk). This is public repository for hydrological information of the type that come from texts (e.g., newspapers and books) rather than tables (see Black & Law, 2004 for further details). Although this is an exceedingly valuable resource a relatively small number of professional hydrologists have contributed most of the information (Dixon et al., 2017) . The CBHE has many strengths; however, "one weakness is the episodic (that is, event-by event) nature of the catalogue. In some cases, reports of a large flood refer back to earlier events. More typically, the user is left uncertain of the length of the historical flood series within which the noted flood is thought to be (say) the largest or second largest" (Dixon et al., 2017) . What is of use to the practitioner is records of relative water levels of historical floods at the same location because this information allows the events to be ranked.
To encourage practitioners to utilise censored historical data, the CBHE could be updated to include the locations where there are good historical flood level series that have been cross-checked and verified for use, as well as georeferenced information on flood marks both from historic and recent flood events an example of which is shown in Figure 3 . The information could be compiled in as similar way to an online historical flood database (Base de Données Historiques sur les Inondations [BDHI]) used in France (see www.bdhi.fr). This acts a portal to collate information on historical and contemporary extreme French flood events. The BDHI provides a documentary database with information on flood events such as photographs, documents and flow estimates in some cases dating back to medieval times. Sangster, Jones, and Macdonald (2018) have looked at emerging databases and citizen science and concluded that hydrologists "could benefit from exploring how the geophysical disciplines have embedded 'incultured' knowledge into hazard assessment and planning."
There is potential to use machine learning to enhance existing and to create new archives of historical flood information. For example, such techniques could be used to extract data from digitised newspaper archives. These methods are already being used in some low income
Have there been significant changes to the rating curve at the site owing to the geomorphology or structures?
Can these changes in the rating curve be adjusted for and can the uncertainties be described in a quantitative manner?
Is it possible to set credible perception thresholds, as well as a minimum perception threshold?
Have there been changes to the catchment's land use that could result in significant changes to extreme flood flows?
Revise rating curves to take into account changes and quantify the associated uncertainties
Use of historical censored data in extreme flood flow estimation is unlikely to be possible Flowchart showing the key decisions for practitioners when considering whether to include censored historical information in their analysis of extreme flood flows countries such as Uganda to obtain information on historical floods (Wagemaker & Jjemba, 2015) . These techniques could be used in the United Kingdom to build up a comprehensive database of censored historical flood data from digitised text-based information such as local newspapers and other accounts of local history.
Even with an updated CBHE that included historical flood data in a form that could be easily used in a Bayesian analysis, it is important that practitioners understand the challenges of incorporating these data. These include issues related to non-stationarity and the setting of perception thresholds. Figure 6 shows a flowchart with the key decisions points for practitioners when considering whether to use censored historical data in an analysis of extreme flood flows.
| CONCLUSIONS
Recent work has lent support to the idea that standard methods used in the United Kingdom based on only a few decades of gauged flows, even when pooled across hydrologically similar catchments, can yield different results and larger uncertainty bands than when censored historical information is incorporated using Bayesian methods. The use of historical data generally provides a better informed analysis of flood flow extremes than the traditional FEH pooling group approach that has been generally used in the United Kingdom by practitioners since 1999. However, in order to encourage practitioners to embrace techniques that facilitate the use of censored historical data in design flood estimates there is a need (a) for the British Hydrological Society's CBHE to be updated to include information that can be more easily used by practitioners and (b) the inclusion of "user friendly" Bayesian methods within the FEH together with appropriate documentation that can incorporate multiple perception thresholds. To conclude, the inclusion of censored historical data, based on rare flood events, in the analysis of extreme events using Bayesian statistical and other methods can substantially reduce the uncertainty associated with estimates of design flood events. In the United Kingdom the update of the FEH in 2017 is the first step to mainstreaming these techniques so that they can be used by practitioners on a day-to-day basis.
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